Tanwayour Sept 13
Present: Levy, Lili, Agnes, Eblenn, Ketill, Maggie, Robyn, Michael, & Ellyn
Seneschal - Warrants, to be an officer you must be warranted. The form is the
Agreement to Serve. Hard to keep up with whose warrant expires when so the easiest
thing to do will be to renew all warrants at Anniversary. Also must be a paid member of
the SCA. Also, Lady Robyn has volunteered to be Deputy A&S officer. I successfully
managed to walk off without any of my stuff. I've been given two publications: Big Book
of Warrants & Seneschal SOP. They are the property of the Seneschal's office of the
Canton. Received a message from Conrad and Aisha asking for people to be on their
court. The email address is posted on the Canton's Facebook page.
Officer reports:
A&S - Was unable to make it to the Woodworking Class - was it run? We did have the
class and will talk about the chairs later. At Leodamus we did have a demo, for
Anniversary we have plans for Funnel Cake demo. The middle eastern guild wants a
table and will be drumming and dancing and showing things off. Will we bring a basket?
or just the chairs. Just the chairs. Levi and Robyn will be demo-ing making Viking glass
beads.
Chatelain - 6 contacts at Leodamus FOTR, we have cards ordered but they're not here
yet. Should have been here by Thursday. Can print at work if they're not here by next
event.
Chiurgeon - no report nothing to report? We'll find out when Ketill checks his email.
Chronicler - Stuff is going well, she'll keep the post for another year. Ketill suggests I
post the minutes in Facebook and then post it in the files section of the Yahoo. Name
them so they post chronologically (2 digit month and year, then the Title.)
Constable - Nothing to report
Exchequer - $2946.06 at the moment. Maggie stepping down and Eblenn stepping up at
Anniversary
Constable - Nothing to report
Exchequer - $2946.06 at the moment. Maggie stepping down and Eblenn stepping up at
Anniversary
Herald - Tried to say nothing to report, hah! Eblenn has finished the new
Tabard, packing up the Herald books for Lili to step up at Anniversary and Michael to
step down.
Webmaster - we have a website and it's really awesome. Should be getting a menu
from Blackened Pot for anniversary soon. Joomla software for the website is on hold per
the Kingdom Seneschal
Old Business:
The Chairs - we had a class with 7 people and a lunch. Thanks Maggie for the great

lunch! the chair backs are passed on to Robyn to paint their devices. Robyn will have
them done by next weekend.
Tabard is done! Gonfannon will be done for Anniversary.
Anniversary - Announcements should go up for the event on the Calafia yahoo group
and facebook page. Tokens are with the event steward. Prizes? Duct Tape and
electrical tape - pack of four Silver duct tape and electrical Tape for heavies, cookies for
unarmored and Lili will put together a Rapier kit for prize.
Make sure the cashbox is loaded.
When are we going to schedule loading the trailer? Week before the event. Sept. 15 Dragon wing is at the keep and Eblenn says it's dangerous to leave it there.
Thought for the champions - make Champion baldrics for the champion. We could make
one for each champion with Tanwayour device and year and form We won't have for
this year, but start next year.
New Business:
Dragon Wing - we need new ropes. 3/8" heavier ones. We also need the wooden
pullies. At anniversary we will take measurements and count the wooden bits - Roderick
found a place on line to get sisal rope really cheap.
We need stake bags and Ketill will be able to get those. Eblenn will make the wooden
stuff. Ketill will buy the rope and put the knots in.
At Calafia's anniversary - we need to make presentations for TRMs - largesse. We may
not have time to make presentations to the new Baron and Baroness, but we
should. Maybe we can make cord and soaps for TRMs in the shape of the Caid
cross. Travel funds to both couples as well. We can talk about that next month.
October meeting: 10/6/13 - time and venue to be discussed via Facebook.
Practice has moved so it's harder for fighters to go to practice. Could we change the
time to start at 10 or 11? Can we also find another place? Scope the area out and post
the options on Facebook - decision will be made in one week.

